
 

 

Devin Fitzpatrick Art Consultants Review: The good 

impact of wall art in interior designing 

When it comes to wall art, it is usually regarded as the least priority for many people in doing their 

interior design. But Devin Fitzpatrick Art Consultants targets to highlight the importance of wall art 

through this post and make some people change their minds in not giving importance to such art 

piece. Wall art if done properly can match your existing space and gives a more balanced and 

harmonious feeling to your home.  

The first benefit that wall art has is that it can be a medium for determining the color palette of a 

particular space. Choosing a wall art that you greatly appreciate and love is much easier than thinking 

about the endless possibilities of good color palettes, right?  

From the wall art of your choice, pick two to three shades and choose the dominant color along with 

other shades that you wanted to make as accents. And from those decided colors, choose items that 

could match them. If you’re having a hard time deciding which item to put because of its colors, then 

you can depend on a few mobile applications that can help an individual determine the 

corresponding shades of paint to particular colors. But if you’re very careful in choosing the proper 

designs, then call an art expert like the Devin Fitzpatrick Art Consultants.   

The second advantage that wall art can give to you is the concept of a “central point” to a room 

space. It can easily attract attention and can fulfill the position of being the chief focus of a space. The 

eyes of the people who will enter the room will definitely find the wall art as the first thing that 

magnets their attention. However, choosing the wall art as the focal point has some things to consider 
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and the most important is the size. Don’t choose something that is too small or too big because it 

won’t give the positive reaction you’re expecting. It is advised to know first the proper measurements 

of the artwork and if it suits the size of a space.  

The third good thing that wall art can provide is the sense of good texture. In order to achieve a 

varying sense of texture, you can place different forms of art around your house. And to reach that 

more depth in your interior design, add sculptures or shadow boxes. With those mentioned additional 

bits of texture, there will be more visual weight to your design.  

And now we’re onto the last benefit of wall art though it provides more let’s limit those important 

advantages to three in this post. Lastly, wall art can bring forth that sense of completion as well. It can 

pull a space together and make its interior design appear complete. On the last note, the wall art 

should also match your chosen decorating style for your interior.  

Devin Fitzpatrick Art Consultants understands that there are many things to consider in doing interior 

design for your space and you might be excited to put the things that you love in a room. You’ve 

learned through this post that putting wall art on your must-haves can bring positive things, so stop 

thinking that placing one gives nothing to a room space.  

Wall hangings, when executed properly, can provide a good framework for your home and as 

discussed earlier, it can be your guide to plan the rest of the elements or things to be included in your 

design.   

For more professional and in-depth discussion in relation to art, visit or get in touch with Devin 

Fitzpatrick Art Consultants. 

 


